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This program was written to experiment with
using the PC soundcard for producing
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various amateur radio modulation signals.
Currently it generates an auto-tuning, SSTV

BPSK- and QPSK-based test images, a SSTV
S1 and M1, MDS, MFS, SFS, and MFSB

based test images, CW code, and pitch
modulation code signals. General

Information WSCGen Free Download is
written for Windows XP to Windows 7 and
works with Visual Studio 2010 and Visual

Studio 2012. To use the SSTV signals,
WSCGen Free Download must be run from a
serial or null modem connection. To use the
CW or FM, WSCGen requires a Realtek HD
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audio board to receive the signals. WSCGen
can generate raw data to plot or can be setup
to generate data that fits a specified format.
The WSCGen GUI can be controlled to turn
on or off the various signals, specify how the
raw data is to be handled, view the raw data,
and set various parameters for the raw data.
WSCGen functions as a configurable data

generator that can produce any of the above-
mentioned signals. WSCGen can generate
whatever data is required for a particular

signal and can output this to any screen- or
printer-readable format. This makes
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WSCGen easily extensible. Supported
Modulator Generators Generate AM, FM,

AMPSK, LSB, RSB, AMPSK+T,
AMPSK+G, AMPSK+H, AMPSK+G and
AMPSK+H signals. CW Code Generator

Generate CW signals ranging from 2 to 26.5
KHz. Note: This section is for information
only. Click here for a list of available code
generators. Tone Generator Generate a tone
with a frequency from 300 to 3000 Hz and a
period from 1 - 1000 ms. Noise Generator
Generate random noise with a frequency

from 300 to 3400 Hz. Text Generator
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Generate text in the ASCII text format. Table
Generator Generate numeric data. Plot

Generator Create plots in the ASCII plot
format. Raw Data Generator Generate data in

the raw data format. Receive SSTV Test
Images Generate an SSTV test image for

BPSK and QPSK. Generate an SSTV M1 and
S1 test image. Generate

WSCGen Crack+

This program was written to generate all four
most commonly used modulation formats of
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CW and other NRZ PSK types such as SSTV
and BPSK. WSCGen Activation Code uses
the W1AW CW code generator but it was

made to be versatile and alterable through its
interface. ---------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2012 by Paul Lu This software
and all documentation contained in this

documentation are the copyrighted work of
Paul Lu and may not be used, reproduced or

copied in any form without the written
consent of Paul Lu. ____________________
_____________________ This work may be

distributed and/or modified under the
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conditions of the LaTeX Project Public
License, either version 1.3 of this license or
any later version. The latest version of this

license is in and version 1.3 or later is part of
all distributions of LaTeX version

2004/12/01 or later. This work has the LPPL
maintenance status "maintained". The

Current maintainer of this work is Paul Lu.
This work consists of a collection of source
files and a collection of Postscript files. The
LaTeX sources and Postscript files are not
actually distributed as a part of this product

but are available from The Current version of
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the source files is 2013/05/27 - WSCGen
v1.6. Minor changes: a) Scan version
controlled source from 2010/05/19 b)
Removed HB Channels 12-15 (to be

renumbered) c) Removed redundant GW
channels (for 12-15) d) Using modified

version of Noise Generator using -1 instead
of -2 for level of sample e) Modified version

of the SF2RF noise generator f) Removed
noise for QPSK g) Added noise for 25PPM

h) Modified version of the SF2RF noise
generator Modifications for porting to

Windows: ========================
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================ for Windows: a)
Remove the existing VS2010 solution. b)

Convert the project to VS2010. c) Add the
Microsoft.VC80.ATL to the C/C++

Directories. d) Add the
Microsoft.VC80.CRT to the 09e8f5149f
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WSCGen Crack+

Generates Sinusoidal carrier, Signals: C1 chn
1, C2 chn 2. X = S/Q .5 Output code S,Q on
CW,CCW. X = S/Q .5 X= amplitude
modulation signal for either BPSK or
QPSK,1 S,Q signal for RFO,SSB, O .5The
carrier is Sinusoidal.  The sinusoid generator
can be set in increments of 1 Hz from 300 to
3KHz.  There is a mode to generate a Center
tone, and a mode to generate a sin-carrier-
squared.  There is a CW mode which uses the
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output from the sinusoidal generator to
generate CW code from a list of Morse code
characters and the letters in the word-code. 
This can be toggled between Shift-
Print, Binary, SSB CW, and CW with N or M
CW.  There is a CW WAVE mode (included
in RADIO CODE) that uses both the
sinusoidal and quadrature output to generate
a CW signal. The Quadrature component is
the B-signal, and the Sinusoidal component is
the A-signal.  The S(A)/Q input is the phase
of the negative polarity signal, and RFO and
SSB are switched by using the S or Q output. 
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The amp output in real-log (positive polarity)
can be set from -50mV to 50mV.  The
strength of the carrier can be tuned from 1 to
-1 in powers of two in between 1 and
0.000001 of the original carrier amplitude. 
The bandwidth of the CW Frequency, 512 –
1024 Hz or 0.5 – 1 KHz.  The Q of the CW
signal is 5 or less.  There are two
CW Amps (called P and M).  The 8-bit
ASCII character is used in this mode as the
8-bit output code.  The Q of the output code
S,Q is set by the mode.  The Q represents the
amount of tilt in the output code value of the
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character compared to the main Q.  For
example, if the main Q is 3, then the
secondary Q is 6, the output will be
x=.5(3)+.5(6) which equals 1

What's New in the?

------------------ Requirements: The program
requires the following OS: Windows 7,
Windows XP, Windows 2000, Windows 98,
Windows 95. Required devices: 1. A sound
card with a digital input pin available on the
device. 2. DirectSound interface for the
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sound card. 3. A microphone/sound
card/sound card interface. The sound card in
the computer is turned on for the sound card
input. How to use: ----------- 1. Start
WSCGen 2. Configure the generated signals
to your preferences, PCM, SSTV, S1,
PSK31, BPSK, QPSK, CW Code... > [!TIP]
> To get a better quality soundcard, than the
built in audio you can use a $50-$100 USB
card. > For example: > ' > kd-m2h2kw-d10c'
> > [!IMPORTANT] > This software is
free.  I hope you enjoy it.  If you decide to
pay for it, use the donation button in the title
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bar on the left. WSCGen Version History:
---------------------- Version 1.0 (2008)
------------------- First release. Only CW code
signals with no noise are generated. Version
1.1 (2009) ------------------- More test tone
signals added. The sound card with the
supplied microphone has problems, so a
better one was used. Version 1.2 (2010)
------------------ Noise is added to test signals. 
CW and code signals with noise are
generated. Version 1.3 (2011) ------------------
Added a new noise generator. Different noise
is generated for each test signal. Version 1.4
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(2012) ------------------ Added random noise
to QPSK and BPSK test signals. Version 1.5
(2012) ------------------ The sound card
problems have been resolved.  Now the best
sound card available on the market is used.
Version 1.6 (2012) ------------------ Added
noise to PSK31 signals. Version 1.7 (2012)
------------------ Added CW, BPSK, M5E, and
MT-731 to the list
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System Requirements For WSCGen:

Game Requirements: Recommended:
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Athlon 64
X2, or equivalent. Memory: 2 GB RAM.
Hard Drive: 16 GB available space. Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce 8400 GS, ATI Radeon
X1600 or better. Sound:
DirectX9-compatible sound card, 5.1 or
higher. Additional Notes: Direct X version
9.0c.
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